Fellow Christians! There are men enough and there is roommost money enough to evangelise our world: Do we think for a brief moment of our responsibility?

The world is dying for God, and we might go without the message of life.

So why are we not heart-pierced? Why do we not venture to do "a little something" to save a few souls? My brother, my sister, what will you do? Will you not do something? Will you go and settle it with God? Yes, with the mighty Great Shepherd who is governing my life, I wish to do something...in the name of our Lord, my God, and prayer. The idea is to throw me to the mire, He is seeing your and my advice, my Master. He is going to His servants one after another to put His hands upon each and say, "My child, tell me now — tell me all that you are doing to save thy poor brother the bond-servant, so tell me all that you are doing to save thy poor brother the bond-servant." If in your God is, He is coming to you somehow in putting His pleasant burdens on your shoulders. He is guiding straight into your care, His burden, something, something, something, to be found upon you. There is a day coming — a day coming — a day coming, and no, not only, when He will ask what you did with the "Valiant." There is the right time for us to respond for our children of God those who are thirsting for the word of God in the coming days. Children of God, be on do a little something, to help in the defence of this Kingdom. We should go to you for digestion aid. I shall participate in helping my unfruit-woe brothers and sisters to come to this glorious light of Jezlal Jusa, yea, in always sticking in my heart to save me.

LELOLA SHOULD NOT BE EQUILIBRIUM ABOLISHED. [By P. Marka]

This is a question which all people have failed to find its end. I always like to talk about it with older people and also with my fellow young men. To my surprise, not a single day I was given a satisfactory answer to this question. The question could only be answered by such magistrates: people as have directions of minds and knowledge. But then, I, the one who is writing am not a magistratory person or any of the kind. I only feel I have to invite any person who feels he has to contribute ideas to this question and discuss with me.

Young men do not understand why some parents protest against abolishing of Lelo. Call my dear, what does me I also do not understand why you want to abolish Lelo? In fact, what is Lelo? Why does Lelo? Why should you not set against it? Briefly, I will answer these questions: for you. Lelo is a present alighted by the parents of the bride from the bridegroom. This may be in the form of money or cattle. In days of old we used to receive from the bride the cattle and the money paid to those who come after them. Today, they all paid Lelo. Parents also had to nurse the baby from child. To this time young men consider her as a lady. Why should we not give them the present they claim for? This is one of our customs which must not be rejected merely for the sake of LIBEL. I think that if young men do not Lelo they may not care enough for their wives and those Lelo has not been paid for do not divorce their husbands for fear that the husband can claim the money or cattle that he has paid.

(To be continued)

WHICH IS THE HIGHEST AGE? [By St. Marka].

Many elderly people would have us believe that youth is the best part of man's life but in reality? Their statements are to a certain extent true. One has not the be thirty before one acquires a world wide fame. Even Samuel was in his thorns when he waged successful wars against the Philistines. Alexander the Great died in his early twenties, but before he died he had in that short period, manifested his genius as a general. He is recognized one of the greatest generals that ever lived. In the field of science, on the stage, in art and science, youth usually ascends the top rung of the ladder. But in spite of all this, is youth the best time in life? Were such a question put before me I would answer, Yes. Following the rule of averages, the average man contributes more to his country in the world. In the world, the average young man outlives his future, it does not know what self, many young people have high aims but how many of them taste the bitterness of disappointment. Being new-comers in the world, they suffer from painful experiences. On the other hand, people over thirty know themselves have settled down and are pursuing their careers quietly. They are now reaping the benefits of their early endeavours. Large portions of great and famous men are men over thirty.
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